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Evidence from gravitational interactions… …………….       
           ……………………….…  …over many distance scales

     ‘The Bullet Cluster’

Galaxy rotation curves

Large scale structure

Cosmic Microwave Background

We have detected dark matter
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These limits are for weakly-interacting stable particles that may constitute
the invisible mass in the galaxy. Unless otherwise noted, a local mass
density of 0.3 GeV/cm3 is assumed; see each paper for velocity distribution

assumptions. In the papers the limit is given as a function of the X0 mass.
Here we list limits only for typical mass values of 20 GeV, 100 GeV, and 1
TeV. Specific limits on supersymmetric dark matter particles may be found
in the Supersymmetry section.

Limits for Spin-Independent Cross SectionLimits for Spin-Independent Cross SectionLimits for Spin-Independent Cross SectionLimits for Spin-Independent Cross Section
of Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleon

Isoscalar coupling is assumed to extract the limits from those on X0–nuclei
cross section.

For mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeV
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

<2.0 × 10−7 90 1 AGNESE 14 SCDM Ge

<3.7 × 10−5 90 2 AGNESE 14A SCDM Ge
<1 × 10−9 90 3 AKERIB 14 LUX Xe

<2 × 10−6 90 4 ANGLOHER 14 CRES CaWO4
<5 × 10−6 90 FELIZARDO 14 SMPL C2ClF5
<8 × 10−6 90 5 LEE 14A KIMS CsI
<2 × 10−4 90 6 LIU 14A CDEX Ge

<1 × 10−5 90 7 YUE 14 CDEX Ge
<1.08 × 10−4 90 8 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν

<1.5 × 10−5 90 9 ABE 13B XMAS Xe
<3.1 × 10−6 90 10 AGNESE 13 CDM2 Si

<3.4 × 10−6 90 11 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si

<2.2 × 10−6 90 12 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si
<5 × 10−5 90 13 LI 13B TEXO Ge

14 ZHAO 13 CDEX Ge

<1.2 × 10−7 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
15 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO4

<8 × 10−6 90 16 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO4
<7 × 10−9 90 17 APRILE 12 X100 Xe

18 ARCHAMBAU...12 PICA F (C4F10)

<7 × 10−7 90 19 ARMENGAUD 12 EDE2 Ge
20 BARRETO 12 DMIC CCD
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1. Accelerator physics of colliders 1

1. ACCELERATORPHYSICS OFCOLLIDERS

Revised July 2011 by D. A. Edwards (DESY) and M. J. Syphers (MSU)

1.1. Luminosity

X0 mass: m =?

X0 spin: J =?

X0 parity: P =?

X0 lifetime: ⌧ =?

X0 scattering cross-section on nucleons: ?

X0 production cross-section in hadron colliders: ?

X0 self-annihilation cross-section: ?

X0 spin: J =?

J = 1/2 These limits are for weakly interacting
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J = 1/2

This article provides background for the High-Energy Collider Parameter Tables that
follow. The number of events, Nexp, is the product of the cross section of interest, �exp,
and the time integral over the instantaneous luminosity, L:

Nexp = �exp ⇥
Z

L (t) dt. (1.1)

Today’s colliders all employ bunched beams. If two bunches containing n1 and n2
particles collide head-on with frequency f , a basic expression for the luminosity is

L = f
n1n2

4⇡�x�y
(1.2)
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Job done?
Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik

Nur eine “effektive” Theorie bei 
“niedrigen Energien” 

Wir erwarten neue Phänomene 
und Teilchen wenn wir noch 
höhere Energien (zB am LHC) 
testen

Insbesondere ist kein Teilchen des 
Standardmodells ein möglicher 
Kandidat für die dunkle Materie 
(auch nicht das Higgs Teilchen!)

DM
dark matter



Informs and limits the 
possible interactions 

Cosmology Particle Physics

Why should DM interact with the SM?

Suggests dark and visible 
matter interactions are generic &

Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik

Nur eine “effektive” Theorie bei 
“niedrigen Energien” 

Wir erwarten neue Phänomene 
und Teilchen wenn wir noch 
höhere Energien (zB am LHC) 
testen

Insbesondere ist kein Teilchen des 
Standardmodells ein möglicher 
Kandidat für die dunkle Materie 
(auch nicht das Higgs Teilchen!)

⌦DMh2 = 0.120± 0.001
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A wide landscape

SIMPs	/	ELDERS	

Ultralight	Dark	Ma5er	

Muon	g-2

Small-Scale	Structure	

Microlensing	

Dark	Sector	Candidates,	Anomalies,	and	Search	Techniques	

Hidden	Sector	Dark	Ma5er	

Small	Experiments:	Coherent	Field	Searches,	Direct	DetecIon,	Nuclear	and	Atomic	Physics,	Accelerators	

GeV	 TeV	keV	eV	neV	feV	zeV	 MeV	aeV	 peV	 µeV	 meV	 PeV	 30M�	

WIMPs	QCD	Axion	

≈

GeV	 TeV	keV	eV	neV	feV	zeV	 MeV	aeV	 peV	 µeV	 meV	 PeV	 30M�	

≈

Beryllium-8	

Black	Holes	

Hidden	Thermal	Relics	/	WIMPless	DM	

Asymmetric	DM	

Freeze-In	DM	

Pre-InflaIonary	Axion	

Post-InflaIonary	Axion	

FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why
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US Cosmic Visions

Many candidates… ……………………
……………….…… …all with SM interactions



Outline

• Why do we need to model the local dark matter?

• What is the ‘standard approach’?

• Gaia!

… ???

…why is this on Wikipedia?
•  .

•  .



Motivation 
Why model dark matter near Earth?



Searching for dark and visible interactions

Indirect detection

Annihilation

Direct detection

Scattering

Collider

Production



Generic direct detection experiment

9

Have to model the DM flux to extract the particle physics 

Event rate = DM flux    particle physics

Dark matter 
detector

Dark matter flux

⇥
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⇠ ⇢DM

Z
d3v fDM(v) v
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The Standard approach



Assumptions: 
• Round halo
• Gaussian (Maxwellian)
• Isotropic 
• No substructure

Standard Halo Model

Lactea N-body simulation with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Notice that the Via Lactea

distribution has more high-speed particles relative to the Maxwellian case. Debate continues as

to how this conclusion changes in full hydrodynamic simulations [34–36]. However, the important

point to make is that the tail of the velocity distribution is most sensitive to the merging history of

the halo. When a subhalo falls into the Galaxy, it is tidally disrupted and leaves behind remnants

that are out of equilibrium. The DM particles in these remnants are likely to have higher speeds,

on average, than the rest of the halo and will contribute to the high-velocity tail of the velocity

distribution. Therefore, the shape of the high-velocity end of the distribution depends on the size

and time of minor mergers in our own Galaxy.

Despite the caveats listed here, the distribution that is used most often in the literature is the

truncated Maxwellian, otherwise known as the Standard Halo Model:

f(v) =

8
<

:

1
Nesc

⇣
3

2⇡�2
v

⌘3/2
e
�3v2/2�2

v : |v| < vesc

0 : otherwise

where �v is the rms velocity dispersion, v0 =
p

2/3�v ⇡ 235 km/s is the most probable speed [37–

40], and Nesc = erf(z) � 2⇡
�1/2

ze
�z2

, with z ⌘ vesc/v0 and vesc the escape velocity.

N-body simulations also find evidence for substructure in the DM phase-space distribution. This

includes localized features that arise from relatively recent minor mergers between the Milky Way

and other galaxies. When another DM subhalo falls into an orbit about the center of the Milky

Way, tidal e↵ects strip DM (and, possibly, stars) along its orbit. This ‘debris’ eventually virializes

with the other particles in the Milky Way’s halo. However, at any given time, there is likely to be

some fraction of this debris that has not come into equilibrium and which exhibits unique features

that may a↵ect observations. Examples of substructure include:

• Clumps: Concentrated clumps of DM may be left behind by the merging process. Each

clump would result in a localized overdensity of DM.

• Streams: A tidal stream is an example of debris left behind along the orbits of infalling

subhalos. Figure 3 is a famous image from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) known as

the ‘Field of Streams.’ The single patch of sky in this image contains several arms of the

Sagittarius stream, as well as the Orphan and Monoceros stellar streams. Evidence for stellar

streams suggests that similar features might form in the DM distribution as well. If this were

the case, then the DM velocities in a given stream would be coherent, with

fstream(v) = �
(3) (v � vstream) .

The right panel of Fig. 2 shows localized spikes in the tail of the velocity distribution, which

are associated with streams in Via Lactea.
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Simplest spherical model with (asymptotically) flat rotation curve

Dark matter halo

Disk



Standard Halo Model
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and other galaxies. When another DM subhalo falls into an orbit about the center of the Milky
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• Clumps: Concentrated clumps of DM may be left behind by the merging process. Each
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• Streams: A tidal stream is an example of debris left behind along the orbits of infalling

subhalos. Figure 3 is a famous image from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) known as

the ‘Field of Streams.’ The single patch of sky in this image contains several arms of the

Sagittarius stream, as well as the Orphan and Monoceros stellar streams. Evidence for stellar

streams suggests that similar features might form in the DM distribution as well. If this were

the case, then the DM velocities in a given stream would be coherent, with

fstream(v) = �
(3) (v � vstream) .

The right panel of Fig. 2 shows localized spikes in the tail of the velocity distribution, which

are associated with streams in Via Lactea.
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Simplest spherical model with (asymptotically) flat rotation curve

Dark matter halo

Disk

Advantages: 
• Simple
• Only 2 parameters
• Accurate(?)



SHM in nuclear recoil signals

Event rate = DM flux    particle physics⇥
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FIG. 5: 90% confidence level upper limit on �SI from this
work (thick black line) with the 1� (green) and 2� (yel-
low) sensitivity bands. Previous results from LUX [6] and
PandaX-II [7] are shown for comparison. The inset shows
these limits and corresponding ±1� bands normalized to the
median of this work’s sensitivity band. The normalized me-
dian of the PandaX-II sensitivity band is shown as a dotted
line.

model to correctly describe events with enlarged S1s due
to additional scatters in the charge-insensitive region be-
low the cathode. These events comprise 13% of the to-
tal neutron rate in Table I. Third, we implemented the
core mass segmentation to better reflect our knowledge
of the neutron background’s Z distribution, motivated
again by the neutron-like event. This shifts the prob-
ability of a neutron (50 GeV/c2 WIMP) interpretation
for this event in the best-fit model from 35% (49%) to
75% (7%) and improves the limit (median sensitivity)
by 13% (4%). Fourth, the estimated signal e�ciency
decreased relative to the pre-unblinding model due to
further matching of the simulated S1 waveform shape
to 220Rn data, smaller uncertainties from improved un-
derstanding and treatment of detector systematics, and
correction of an error in the S1 detection e�ciency nui-
sance parameter. This latter set of improvements was
not influenced by unblinded DM search data.

In addition to blinding, the data were also “salted” by
injecting an undisclosed number and class of events in
order to protect against fine-tuning of models or selec-
tion conditions in the post-unblinding phase. After the
post-unblinding modifications described above, the num-
ber of injected salt and their properties were revealed to
be two randomly selected 241AmBe events, which had
not motivated any post-unblinding scrutiny. The num-
ber of events in the NR reference region in Table I is con-
sistent with background expectations. The profile like-
lihood analysis indicates no significant excesses in the
1.3 t fiducial mass at any WIMP mass. A p-value calcu-
lation based on the likelihood ratio of the best-fit includ-

ing signal to that of background-only gives p = 0.28, 0.41,
and 0.22 at 6, 50, and 200 GeV/c2 WIMP masses, respec-
tively. Figure 5 shows the resulting 90% confidence level
upper limit on �SI , which falls within the predicted sen-
sitivity range across all masses. The 2� sensitivity band
spans an order of magnitude, indicating the large random
variation in upper limits due to statistical fluctuations of
the background (common to all rare-event searches). The
sensitivity itself is una↵ected by such fluctuations, and is
thus the appropriate measure of the capabilities of an ex-
periment [44]. The inset in Fig. 5 shows that the median
sensitivity of this search is ⇠7.0 times better than previ-
ous experiments [6, 7] at WIMP masses > 50 GeV/c2.

Table I shows an excess in the data compared to the to-
tal background expectation in the reference region of the
1.3 t fiducial mass. The background-only local p-value
(based on Poisson statistics including a Gaussian uncer-
tainty) is 0.03, which is not significant enough, including
also an unknown trial factor, to trigger changes in the
background model, fiducial boundary, or consideration
of alternate signal models. This choice is conservative as
it results in a weaker limit.

In summary, we performed a DM search using an ex-
posure of 278.8 days ⇥ 1.3 t = 1.0 t⇥yr, with an ER
background rate of (82+5

�3 (sys) ± 3 (stat)) events/(t ⇥
yr ⇥ keVee), the lowest ever achieved in a DM search
experiment. We found no significant excess above back-
ground and set an upper limit on the WIMP-nucleon
spin-independent elastic scattering cross-section �SI at
4.1⇥10�47 cm2 for a mass of 30 GeV/c2, the most strin-
gent limit to date for WIMP masses above 6 GeV/c2. An
imminent detector upgrade, XENONnT, will increase the
target mass to 5.9 t. The sensitivity will improve upon
this result by more than an order of magnitude.
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SHM in axion searches

Event rate = DM flux    particle physics⇥
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Is the Standard Halo Model correct?



Is the Standard Halo Model correct? 

1. Compare with numerical simulations 



Dark matter speed distribution from simulations

Green and magenta data points: Milky Way-like simulated halos
Lines: Standard Halo Model - Agreement is reasonably good!
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Figure 2. DM velocity modulus distributions in the Galactic rest frame (coloured data points with
1� error bars) for two haloes in the eagle HR simulation which satisfy our selection criteria and
have the speed distributions closest to (halo E12, shown in green) and farthest from (halo E3, shown
in magenta) the SHM Maxwellian (top left), and two haloes in the apostle IR simulation satisfying
our selection criteria (bottom left). The right panels show the velocity modulus distributions for the
same haloes shown in the left panels but in a DMO simulation. The black solid line shows the SHM
Maxwellian speed distribution (with peak speed of 230 km/s), and the coloured dashed lines show the
best fit Maxwellian distribution for each halo (with matching colours).

is actually a lower limit on the true MW escape speed, it is the commonly adopted value.
Also, the larger vesc values of the haloes in the eagle HR simulation are due to the larger
M200 of those haloes compared to the MW. However, as discussed in section 3, this does not
a↵ect the predicted signals in direct detection experiments. The local Galactic escape speeds
are in the range of 720 – 1083 km/s (617 – 646 km/s) for the selected eagle HR (apostle
IR) haloes. These escape speeds are computed for each simulated halo from the total mass
enclosed in a sphere of radius 7 kpc, which is the inner radius of our defined torus. Therefore,
these escape speeds represent an upper limit on those expected at the Solar circle.

We now discuss how well the DM velocity modulus distributions of the simulated MW
analogues can be fitted with various fitting functions that have been proposed in the past for
the DM velocity distribution. We adopt the following parameterizations of the DM velocity
modulus distribution:
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Figure 3. Left panels: Scatter plots showing the results of the fits to the simulated DM velocity
modulus distribution for the set of 12 (eagle HR) + 2 (apostle IR) selected MW-like galaxies when
adopting, as fitting function, a generalized Maxwellian distribution (top panels), and the functions
proposed in Mao et al. [33] (centre panels) and in Lisanti et al. [52] (bottom panels). The colour-bar
corresponds to the value of the reduced �2, �̃2

⌘ �2/(N � dof) (where dof = 2 for all three cases).
Right panels: Same as left panels but for the corresponding haloes in the DMO simulations.

• Generalized Maxwellian distribution:

f(|v|) / |v|
2 exp[�(|v|/v0)

2↵] , (4.2)
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Spread of results for 
Milky Way-like halos:

Speed distribution from simulations
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Figure 3. Left panels: Scatter plots showing the results of the fits to the simulated DM velocity
modulus distribution for the set of 12 (eagle HR) + 2 (apostle IR) selected MW-like galaxies when
adopting, as fitting function, a generalized Maxwellian distribution (top panels), and the functions
proposed in Mao et al. [33] (centre panels) and in Lisanti et al. [52] (bottom panels). The colour-bar
corresponds to the value of the reduced �2, �̃2

⌘ �2/(N � dof) (where dof = 2 for all three cases).
Right panels: Same as left panels but for the corresponding haloes in the DMO simulations.

• Generalized Maxwellian distribution:

f(|v|) / |v|
2 exp[�(|v|/v0)

2↵] , (4.2)
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Standard Halo Model has alpha=1

Bozorgnia et al 
1601.04707

Value for Milky Way

Alpha is close to 1.
Simulations consistent 

with Standard Halo Model
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Is the Standard Halo Model correct? 

1. Compare with numerical simulations 
2. Compare with data from the Milky Way



Gaia: a new era in mapping the Milky Way

20

7 millions stars with full 
6D phase space (x,v)

Launched 2013 
Operates until ~2022



Galactic centreSun

20 kpc Post-Gaia 
horizon

 (1 km/s proper motions)

200 pc pre-Gaia
horizon

Ciaran O’Hare



Standard Halo Model assumes isotropic distribution

22

Isotropy
v✓

vr

� = 0



Anisotropic component: Gaia Sausage

23

Major accretion event:

‘Sausage galaxy’ 
and Milky Way 

collided head on
8-10 billion years ago

Stars move on highly 
radial orbits 
not isotropic! 

Belokurov, Erkal, Evans, 
Koposov, Myeong… 
arXiv:1802.03414, 

1805.10288, 1805.00453



24Denis Erkal: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8T2EdRZ_iE4
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Sampling axion field over many coherence times:
 → Power spectrum ~ f(v)
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Gaia Sausage or Gaia Enceladus?
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Including the Gaia Sausage

27
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FIG. 1. Left: Earth frame velocity distribution for the SHM++ in the radial and horizontal directions. We assume a Sausage
fraction of ⌘ = 0.2. The shapes of the round component, fR(v), and Sausage component, fS(v), in velocity space are traced
with red and blue contours respectively. The radial anisotropy of the Sausage component can be clearly seen. The white point
marks the inverse of the velocity of the Sun (LSR + peculiar motion) and the white circle indicates the path of the full Earth
velocity over one year. Right: Earth frame speed distributions for the SHM (red dashed) and the SHM++ (blue). The shade
of blue indicates the fraction of the halo comprised of Sausage. The lower blue line isolates only 0.2fS(v). The e↵ect of the
Sausage component is to make the speed distribution colder.

We plot the Earth frame distribution of velocities and
speeds in Fig. 1. The velocity distribution (left panel) is
displayed as the two-dimensional distribution flab(vr, v✓),
where we have marginalised over v�. The blue contours
associated with the Sausage component clearly show the
radial bias in velocity space compared to the circular
red contours associated with the round component of the
halo. In the right panel, we show the speed distribution,
flab(v) = v2

R
d⌦flab(v), for the SHM, SHM++ and the

isolated Sausage component. For the SHM distribution
(red dashed line), we have used the parameters in the
upper half of Table I. For the SHM++ distribution (blue
shaded), we have used the parameters in the lower half of
Table I with the exception of ⌘, which we have allowed to
vary in the range ⌘ = 0 (corresponding to only a round
halo component) to ⌘ = 0.3. The solid blue line shows
the contribution from only the Sausage component with
⌘ = 0.2.

Comparing the SHM and SHM++ distributions, we see
that the SHM++ distribution is everywhere shifted to
higher speeds. This is primarily because of the larger
value of v0, while the increase in vesc slightly lengthens
the tail of f(v). Comparing the SHM++ distribution
with ⌘ = 0 (the lightest edge in the shaded region) to the
distribution with ⌘ 6= 0, we see that the impact of the
Sausage component is to increase the peak-height of the
speed distribution while decreasing the overall dispersion
of the distribution, i.e. the Sausage component makes the
total speed distribution colder compared to a halo with
only the round, isotropic component. The di↵erence in
the dispersion arises from the di↵erent expressions for

the velocity dispersions in the Sausage distribution (fS)
compared to the round halo (fR).

B. Constraining ⌘

The fraction ⌘ of DM locally in the Gaia Sausage is
not known, but an upper limit can be estimated. The
stellar density distribution of the Sausage is triaxial with
axis ratios a = 1, b = 1.27±0.03, c = 0.57±0.02 near the
Sun, and falls o↵ like ⇠ r�3 [104]. As a simple model,
we assume that the Sausage DM density is stratified on
similar concentric ellipsoids with ellipsoidal radius m

m2 =
x02

a2
+

y02

b2
+

z2

c2
. (8)

Here, (x0, y0) are the Cartesians in the Galactic plane,
rotated so that the long axis x0 is about 70� with respect
to the x-axis which conventionally connects the Sun and
the Galactic Centre [104].
The DM contribution of the triaxial Sausage cannot

become too high, as it would then cause detectable per-
turbations (in the rotation curve or the kinematics of
stars, for example) and would spoil the sphericity of the
potential [46, 67]. For large spirals like the Milky Way,
the scatter in the Tully-Fisher relationship severely lim-
its the ellipticity of the disk [109]. In fact, the ellip-
ticity of the equipotentials in the Galactic plane of the
Milky Way must be less than 5 % on stellar kinematical
grounds [110], almost all of which can be attributed to

f(v) = (1� ⌘)fR(v) + ⌘fS(v)
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2

to update the Galactic constants in the SHM++, as the
familiar choices for the SHM represent the state of knowl-
edge that is now over a decade or more old. In Section IV,
we discuss how our model compares with other comple-
mentary strategies for determining the local velocity dis-
tribution of DM. Then, Section V discusses the impli-
cations for a range of WIMP and axion direct detection
experiments. We sum up in Section VI.

II. THE SHM: A CRITICAL DISCUSSION

At large radii the rotation curve of the Milky Way is
flat to a good approximation [54]. The family of isother-
mal spheres (of which the most familiar example is the
singular isothermal sphere) provide the simplest spheri-
cal models with asymptotically flat rotation curves [55].
These models all have Gaussian velocity distributions.

The SHM was introduced into astroparticle physics
over thirty years ago [56]. It models a smooth round dark
halo. The velocity distribution for DM is a Gaussian in
the Galactic frame, namely

fR(v) =
1

(2⇡�2
v)

3/2NR,esc
exp

✓
�
|v|2

2�2
v

◆

⇥⇥(vesc � |v|) , (1)

where �v is the isotropic velocity dispersion of the DM
and v0 =

p
2�v is the value of the asymptotically flat

rotation curve. The isothermal spheres all have infinite
extent, whereas Galaxy halos are finite. This is achieved
in the SHM by truncating the velocity distribution at
the escape speed vesc, using the Heaviside function ⇥.
The constant NR,esc is used to renormalize the velocity
distribution after truncation,

NR,esc = erf
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Hence to describe the velocity distribution of DM in
the galactic frame under the SHM we only need to pre-
scribe two parameters, v0 and vesc. The value of v0 is
usually taken as equivalent to the velocity of the Local
Standard of Rest (or the circular velocity at the Solar po-
sition). The assumed value of vesc has also typically been
inspired by various astronomical determinations. The
standard values for these quantities in the SHM are listed
in Table I. These values are, however, now somewhat out
of date having undergone significant revision in recent
years. One motivation for updating the SHM is to incor-
porate the more recent values for these parameters.

The SHM has some successful features that we want
to maintain. Current theories of galaxy formation in
the cold dark matter paradigm envisage the build-up
of DM halos through accretion and merger. In the in-
ner halo (where the Sun is located), the distribution
of DM particles extrapolated via sub-grid methods in

SHM

Local DM density ⇢0 0.3GeV cm�3

Circular rotation speed v0 220 km s�1

Escape speed vesc 544 km s�1

Velocity distribution fR(v) Eq. (1)

SHM++

Local DM density ⇢0 0.55± 0.17 GeV cm�3

Circular rotation speed v0 233± 3 km s�1

Escape speed vesc 528+24
�25 km s�1

Sausage anisotropy � 0.9± 0.05

Sausage fraction ⌘ 0.2± 0.1

Velocity distribution f(v) Eq. (3)

TABLE I. The astrophysical parameters and functions defin-
ing the SHM and the SHM++. We include a recommenda-
tion for the uncertainty on each parameter for analyses that
incorporate astrophysical uncertainties. While the uncertain-
ties associated with ⇢0, v0 and vesc are based on direct mea-
surements, the uncertainties associated with � and ⌘ are less
certain. We refer the reader to the discussion in Section IIIA
and IIIB respectively for more details.

high resolution dissipationless simulations like Aquar-
ius is rather smooth [57], so a smooth velocity distri-
bution is a good assumption. Furthermore, recent hy-
drodynamic simulations [58–61] have recovered speed
distributions for DM that are better approximated by
Maxwellian-distributions than their earlier N-body coun-
terparts [3, 6–9, 62]. In this light, the assumption in the
SHM of a Gaussian velocity distribution is surprisingly
accurate.
There is, however, a significant shortcoming to the

SHM. Gaia data has provided significant new informa-
tion about the stellar and dark halo of our own Galaxy.
The halo stars in velocity space exhibit abrupt changes
at a metallicity of [Fe/H] ⇡ �1.7 [49]. The metal-poor
population is isotropic, has prograde rotation (hv�i ⇡ 50
km s�1), mild radial anisotropy and a roundish morphol-
ogy (with axis ratio q ⇡ 0.9). In contrast, the metal-rich
stellar population has almost no net rotation, is very
radially anisotropic and highly flattened with axis ra-
tio q ⇡ 0.6� 0.7.
The velocity structure of the metal-rich population

forms an elongated shape in velocity space, the so-called
“Gaia Sausage” [47, 63]. It is believed to be caused by
a substantial recent merger [47, 51, 52]. The “Sausage
Galaxy” must have collided almost head-on with the
nascent Milky Way to provide the abundance of radi-
ally anisotropic stars. Even if its orbital plane was orig-
inally inclined, dynamical friction dragged the satellite
down into the Galactic plane. Similarly, though its orig-
inal orbit may only have been moderately eccentric, the
stripping process created tidal tails that enforced radi-
alisation of the orbit [64], giving the residue of highly
eccentric stars in the Gaia Sausage. Therefore, the
⇠ 1010 � 1011 M� of DM in the Sausage Galaxy [47, 63]
will have been continuously stripped over a swathe of
Galactocentric radii, as the satellite sank and disinte-
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FIG. 1. Left: Earth frame velocity distribution for the SHM++ in the radial and horizontal directions. We assume a Sausage
fraction of ⌘ = 0.2. The shapes of the round component, fR(v), and Sausage component, fS(v), in velocity space are traced
with red and blue contours respectively. The radial anisotropy of the Sausage component can be clearly seen. The white point
marks the inverse of the velocity of the Sun (LSR + peculiar motion) and the white circle indicates the path of the full Earth
velocity over one year. Right: Earth frame speed distributions for the SHM (red dashed) and the SHM++ (blue). The shade
of blue indicates the fraction of the halo comprised of Sausage. The lower blue line isolates only 0.2fS(v). The e↵ect of the
Sausage component is to make the speed distribution colder.

anisotropic Sausage component. It depends on the fa-
miliar Galactic constants already present in the SHM,
namely the local circular speed v0, the local escape speed
vesc and the local DM density ⇢0. There are two addi-
tional parameters in the SHM++: the velocity anisotropy
� ⇡ 0.9 ± 0.05 of the Gaia Sausage and the fraction of
DM locally in the Sausage ⌘, which we estimate in the
next section.

On Earth, the incoming distribution of DM particles
is found by boosting the DM velocities in the galactic
frame by the Earth’s velocity with respect to the Galactic
frame: vE(t) = (0, v0, 0)+ (U, V,W ) +uE(t). Explicitly,
this means that the Earth frame velocity distribution is
flab(v) = f(v + vE(t)). The Earth’s velocity is time
dependent owing to the time dependence of uE(t), the
Earth’s velocity around the Sun. Expressions for uE(t)
are given in Refs. [107–109].

We plot the Earth frame distribution of velocities and
speeds in Fig. 1. The velocity distribution (left panel) is
displayed as the two-dimensional distribution flab(vr, v✓),
where we have marginalised over v�. The blue contours
associated with the Sausage component clearly show the
radial bias in velocity space compared to the circular
red contours associated with the round component of the
halo. In the right panel, we show the speed distribution,
flab(v) = v2

R
d⌦flab(v), for the SHM, SHM++ and the

isolated Sausage component. For the SHM distribution
(red dashed line), we have used the parameters in the
upper half of Table I. For the SHM++ distribution (blue
shaded), we have used the parameters in the lower half of
Table I with the exception of ⌘, which we have allowed to

vary in the range ⌘ = 0 (corresponding to only a round
halo component) to ⌘ = 0.3. The solid blue line shows
the contribution from only the Sausage component with
⌘ = 0.2.

Comparing the SHM and SHM++ distributions, we see
that the SHM++ distribution is everywhere shifted to
higher speeds. This is primarily because of the larger
value of v0. Comparing the SHM++ distribution with
⌘ = 0 (the lightest edge in the shaded region) to the
distribution with ⌘ 6= 0, we see that the impact of the
Sausage component is to increase the peak-height of the
speed distribution while decreasing the overall dispersion
of the distribution, i.e. the Sausage component makes the
total speed distribution colder compared to a halo with
only the round, isotropic component. The di↵erence in
the dispersion arises from the di↵erent expressions for
the velocity dispersions in the Sausage distribution (fS)
compared to the round halo (fR).

B. Constraining ⌘

The fraction ⌘ of DM locally in the Gaia Sausage is
not known, but an upper limit can be estimated. The
stellar density distribution of the Sausage is triaxial with
axis ratios a = 1, b = 1.27±0.03, c = 0.57±0.02 near the
Sun, and falls o↵ like ⇠ r�3 [105]. As a simple model,
we assume that the Sausage DM density is stratified on
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FIG. 1. Left: Earth frame velocity distribution for the SHM++ in the radial and horizontal directions. We assume a Sausage
fraction of ⌘ = 0.2. The shapes of the round component, fR(v), and Sausage component, fS(v), in velocity space are traced
with red and blue contours respectively. The radial anisotropy of the Sausage component can be clearly seen. The white point
marks the inverse of the velocity of the Sun (LSR + peculiar motion) and the white circle indicates the path of the full Earth
velocity over one year. Right: Earth frame speed distributions for the SHM (red dashed) and the SHM++ (blue). The shade
of blue indicates the fraction of the halo comprised of Sausage. The lower blue line isolates only 0.2fS(v). The e↵ect of the
Sausage component is to make the speed distribution colder.

anisotropic Sausage component. It depends on the fa-
miliar Galactic constants already present in the SHM,
namely the local circular speed v0, the local escape speed
vesc and the local DM density ⇢0. There are two addi-
tional parameters in the SHM++: the velocity anisotropy
� ⇡ 0.9 ± 0.05 of the Gaia Sausage and the fraction of
DM locally in the Sausage ⌘, which we estimate in the
next section.

On Earth, the incoming distribution of DM particles
is found by boosting the DM velocities in the galactic
frame by the Earth’s velocity with respect to the Galactic
frame: vE(t) = (0, v0, 0)+ (U, V,W ) +uE(t). Explicitly,
this means that the Earth frame velocity distribution is
flab(v) = f(v + vE(t)). The Earth’s velocity is time
dependent owing to the time dependence of uE(t), the
Earth’s velocity around the Sun. Expressions for uE(t)
are given in Refs. [107–109].

We plot the Earth frame distribution of velocities and
speeds in Fig. 1. The velocity distribution (left panel) is
displayed as the two-dimensional distribution flab(vr, v✓),
where we have marginalised over v�. The blue contours
associated with the Sausage component clearly show the
radial bias in velocity space compared to the circular
red contours associated with the round component of the
halo. In the right panel, we show the speed distribution,
flab(v) = v2

R
d⌦flab(v), for the SHM, SHM++ and the

isolated Sausage component. For the SHM distribution
(red dashed line), we have used the parameters in the
upper half of Table I. For the SHM++ distribution (blue
shaded), we have used the parameters in the lower half of
Table I with the exception of ⌘, which we have allowed to

vary in the range ⌘ = 0 (corresponding to only a round
halo component) to ⌘ = 0.3. The solid blue line shows
the contribution from only the Sausage component with
⌘ = 0.2.

Comparing the SHM and SHM++ distributions, we see
that the SHM++ distribution is everywhere shifted to
higher speeds. This is primarily because of the larger
value of v0. Comparing the SHM++ distribution with
⌘ = 0 (the lightest edge in the shaded region) to the
distribution with ⌘ 6= 0, we see that the impact of the
Sausage component is to increase the peak-height of the
speed distribution while decreasing the overall dispersion
of the distribution, i.e. the Sausage component makes the
total speed distribution colder compared to a halo with
only the round, isotropic component. The di↵erence in
the dispersion arises from the di↵erent expressions for
the velocity dispersions in the Sausage distribution (fS)
compared to the round halo (fR).

B. Constraining ⌘

The fraction ⌘ of DM locally in the Gaia Sausage is
not known, but an upper limit can be estimated. The
stellar density distribution of the Sausage is triaxial with
axis ratios a = 1, b = 1.27±0.03, c = 0.57±0.02 near the
Sun, and falls o↵ like ⇠ r�3 [105]. As a simple model,
we assume that the Sausage DM density is stratified on
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FIG. 5. Top: Using a set of toy experimental setups, we
demonstrate the impact of the SHM++ on the sensitivity
limits for three classes of detectors: a germanium experi-
ment (purple), a directional He:SF6 experiment (orange) and
a xenon experiment (green). The lower blue shaded region
shows the neutrino floor for a xenon target while the grey
shaded region shows the already excluded parameter space
(assuming the SHM). The dashed lines indicate the sensitivity
assuming the SHM while the solid lines assume the SHM++.
For the SHM++ limits in the top panel, we have used the
parameters from the lower half of Table I. Bottom: The ra-
tio between the SHM and the SHM++ cross sections. The
shading indicates the ratio for di↵erent values of ⌘ (⌘ = 0.2
corresponds to the ratio for the top panel). The black dotted
line indicates the di↵erence that arises solely from the di↵er-
ent values of ⇢0 in the SHM and SHM++; deviations from this
line arise from the di↵erent velocity distributions.

the SHM to the SHM++ for three hypothetical experi-
ments using a xenon (green), germanium (purple) and
a He:SF6 (red) target material. In the upper panel, the
dashed lines show the limits for the SHM with parameters
in the upper half of Table I, while the solid lines show the
limits for the SHM++ with our new recommended values
for the astrophysical parameters given in the lower half
of Table I. The limits are calculated as median discov-
ery limits, where we use the profile likelihood ratio test
under the Asimov approximation to calculate the cross
sections discoverable at 3� (see Ref. [134] for more de-
tails). WIMP 90% CL exclusion limits will follow the
same behaviour as the discovery limits shown in Fig. 5.

The green limits correspond to a toy version of a liquid
xenon experiment like DARWIN [135] with a ⇠200 ton-

year exposure. As a proxy, we have used the background
rate and e�ciency curve reported for LZ [82]. The low
threshold germanium result (purple limits) is a toy ver-
sion of the SuperCDMS [136] or EDELWEISS [137] ex-
periments, where we assume a simple error function pa-
rameterisation for the e�ciency curve, which falls sharply
towards a threshold at 0.2 keV. The He:SF6 target (red
limits) is a toy version of the 1000m3 CYGNUS direc-
tional detector using a helium and SF6 gas mixture (dis-
cussed in more detail in Sec. VC). We have also included
realistic estimates of the detector resolutions in our re-
sults.
The upper gray shaded regions in Fig. 5 show the exist-

ing exclusion limits on the SI WIMP-proton cross section
(calculated assuming the SHM with the parameters in the
upper half of Table I). This is an interpolation of the lim-
its of (from low to high masses) CRESST [138], DarkSide-
50 [139], LUX [140], PandaX [141] and XENON1T [80].
The lower blue region shows the ‘neutrino floor’ region
for a xenon target. The neutrino floor delimits cross sec-
tions where the neutrino background saturates the DM
signal, so is therefore dependent upon the shape of the
signal model that is assumed [142]. We calculate the floor
in the same manner as described in Refs. [142–144]
Fig. 5 shows a noticeable shift between the SHM and

SHM++ limits. This is mostly due to the di↵erent values
of ⇢0, which can be most clearly seen from examining
the ratio between the limits shown in the lower panel.
The black dotted line in the lower panel indicates the
ratio 0.55/0.3, the ratio of the di↵erent ⇢0 values. It
is only as the limits approach the lowest DM mass to
which each experiment is sensitive that the ratio of cross
sections deviate significantly from the black dotted line.
The small impact on the shape of the exclusion limits
can be understood as follows. Contrasting the SHM and
SHM++ signals, there are two competing e↵ects which
act to push the limits in opposite directions. Increasing
v0 strengthens the cross section limits because it increases
the number of recoil events above the finite energy thresh-
old. However, the Sausage reverses this e↵ect since, as
we saw in Fig. 3, the Sausage component decreases the
maximum recoil energy so there are fewer events above
the finite energy threshold.
The neutrino floor has a more complicated relationship

with the velocity distribution and the WIMP mass. The
cross section of the floor depends upon how much the
neutrino background overlaps with a given DM signal.
The neutrino source that overlaps most with a DM signal
depends on m�. This leads to the non-trivial dependence
of the neutrino floor on the Sausage fraction ⌘ shown in
the lower panel.

Altogether, our refinement of the SHM ultimately leads
to only slight changes to the cross section limits which,
for the most part, are simple to understand. This can
be considered a positive aspect of our new model, since
while it includes refinements accounting for the most re-
cent data, it simultaneously allows existing limits on DM
particle cross sections to be used with confidence. The
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Measuring the axion distribution
Sampling axion field over many, N, coherence times:

 → Power spectrum ~ f(v)
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Modest changes for axion haloscopes
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…but generally leads to modest 
changes in experimental signals

Gaia Sausage is clearly beyond the 
Standard Halo Model



Assumptions: 
• Round halo
• Gaussian (Maxwellian)
• Isotropic 
• No substructure

Standard Halo Model
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Simplest spherical model with (asymptotically) flat rotation curve

Sausage component 
breaks assumptions

Is there also substructure?
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Substructure: more extreme variations



We know there is substructure: streams

Field of streams
V. Belokurov et al, SDSS, 0605025

Sagittarius stream: artist’s impression
D. Law UCLA

Streams produced by the 
accretion of smaller galaxies

Colour shows distance

Famous example:
Sagittarius stream
(doesn’t pass through solar system)

Are there streams passing 
through the solar system?



Finding structure in action space
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FIG. 2. Action-energy distributions for the full sample of stars (top row) and after being partitioned into the sausage and
disk feature (middle row), and halo (bottom row). In the top row we show also the hulls of stars belonging to Shards. We
highlight the three highest significance shards (S1, S2 and C2) and group the retrograde (Rg-x) and prograde (Cand-x) candidate
substructures together. We also show the seven retrograde globular clusters that are potentially linked with the Sequoia event
producing S1 and the retrograde structures. In the middle and bottom rows which are the result of fitting the distribution to
our three population Gaussian mixture model, we also show logarithmically space contours over the distribution to highlight
the overall shape.

tions. This turns out to be the case for several of the ac-
tion space substructures, and is not entirely unexpected.
Stars will cluster in action space if they have been ac-
creted together, however the leading and trailing tidal
tails of stellar streams can stretch over large distances
and will wrap the galaxy multiple times. There will be

instances of multiple wraps of a single stellar stream coin-
ciding with the footprint of theGaia survey. In fact such
is the power of searching for stars in action space, that
it allows for an object like this to be identified, whereas
a search in phase space would find two distinct objects,
but only if each wrap had enough stars in the footprint

substructure

S1 is the most interesting for terrestrial experiments



S1 stellar stream

S1: Identified with SDSS-Gaia (DR1) Catalogue
94 member stars
G. Myeong et al. 1712.04071 

Passes very close to solar position (orange arrow)



Sun

S1 Stream

S1 stream: very fast moving DM subcomponent



The dark matter wind
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Earth goes round Sun, Sun goes round Galaxy

SHM halo~220 km/s



O’Hare, CM et al.1807.09004
A dark matter hurricane…

Earth goes round Sun, Sun goes round Galaxy

SHM halo~220 km/s

S1 stream~550 km/s

WIMP Hurricane

Dark matter hurricane?
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How much dark matter in S1?

We remain agnostic and ask:
What fraction of DM in S1 is needed to detect it in a DM experiment?
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Model halo distribution 
as sum of 2 components:

4

density ⇢str/⇢0, so that the total distribution is

fSHM+str(v) =

✓
1� ⇢str

⇢0

◆
fSHM(v, t) +

⇢str
⇢0

fstr(v, t) .

(4)
Although ⇢0 = 0.3 GeV cm�3 is a widely-used value of
the local DM density, more recent investigations using
vertical kinematics of stars tend to find the somewhat
larger value of ⇢0 ⇡ 0.5 GeV cm�3 [67–69].

Of course, the underlying assumption here is that the
DM particles have the same kinematic properties as the
stars. This is unlikely to be correct in detail. For ex-
ample, the DM streams of Sagittarius are believed to be
more extended then the stellar streams and misaligned
from them [14, 15]. Judging from the mass of its stellar
content, the Sagittarius progenitor is almost certainly a
dwarf irregular galaxy [70], whereas the S1 progenitor is a
dwarf spheroidal [2]. In the former case, the stars are dis-
tributed in a disk, whereas the DM is spheroidal, so mis-
matches between the stellar and DM tails are only to be
expected. In the latter case, the stars and DM start out
as both spheroidally distributed, though possibly with
di↵erent flattenings. The process of tidal stripping does
refashion the more compact stellar and more extended
DM content di↵erently, so mismatches are still possible
– but not as substantial as in the case of dwarf irregu-
lars. Similarly, the velocity dispersion of DM particles
in dwarf spheroidals is somewhat larger then the disper-
sion of the stars – against which must be balanced the
fact there almost certainly remain some contaminants in
the S1 stars, so our present stellar dispersion may be an
overestimate. In fact, the velocity dispersion of a stream
can evolve considerably both with time since disruption
and along the stream at the present day [71, 72].

We show the range of f(v) in the lab frame (which is
modulated over one year) in Fig. 3 for both the SHM
and SHM+S1 model, assuming ⇢str/⇢0 = 0.1. We clearly
see that the SHM+S1 model has a larger number of high
speed DM particles compared to the SHM alone. The
distribution in this case was calculated by numerically in-
tegrating the 3-dimensional multivariate Gaussian form
for f(v) including dispersion velocities �r,�,z

str
in each di-

rection. All the results we present here are essentially in-
sensitive to this multivariate treatment of the stream ve-
locity distribution. One could instead use, more straight-
forwardly, the same velocity dispersion in all three direc-
tions (for which there are analytic formulae for all neces-
sary direct detection signals). Accounting for the annual
modulation, the average value that best reproduces the
full multivariate distribution is �str ⇡ 46 km s�1.

The velocity of the lab (and hence the lab frame ve-
locity of the stream) is time dependent due to the revo-
lution and rotation of the Earth. This gives rise to well
known annual and diurnal modulations [73, 74]. The di-
urnal modulation in speed is likely unobservable for any
realistic experiment (with the possible exception of cer-
tain axion experiments [75]), so we focus on the annual
e↵ect. We calculate the velocity of the lab using for-
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FIG. 3. Laboratory frame speed distributions for the SHM
(green) and SHM+S1 (red) models. The shaded region de-
limits the range taken by the speed distribution modulated
over one year. In the SHM+S1 model we have assumed that
the stream comprises 10% of ⇢0.

mulae detailed in Ref. [45, 76]. The velocity of the Sun
is set by the velocity of the local standard of rest and
the peculiar velocity of the Sun with respect to the LSR:
v� = (11.1, 232.8+12.24, 7.25) km s�1. When combined
with the Earth revolution velocity, for the year 2018 we
find

vlab = v�+v� (cos[!(t� ta)] ✏̂1 + sin[!(t� ta)] ✏̂2) (5)

where ! = 2⇡/(365 days), ta = 22 March, v� =
29.79 km s�1 and the vectors are,

✏̂1 = (0.9941, 0.1088, 0.0042)T , (6)

✏̂2 = (�0.0504, 0.4946,�0.8677)T . (7)

We emphasise again that our assumptions made for
the various input astrophysical parameters are a depar-
ture from the commonly agreed upon benchmarks. Here
we favour instead more recent determinations, notably
⇢0 = 0.5 GeV cm�3, vesc = 520 km s�1 and v0 = 232.8
km s�1. This is in part to obtain some self-consistency
given that we are using a particular determination of the
stream velocity. In addition it enables us to advertise the
ongoing refinement of these values.

IV. SENSITIVITY OF XENON DETECTORS

Current and existing dual phase xenon detectors [77]
are the most sensitive to DM-induced nuclear recoils for
WIMP DM that has a mass m� & 5 GeV. The rate R of
spin independent (SI) nuclear scattering is expressed as

⇢str
⇢0
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Spectrum is relatively featureless…                     .         .      . 
                                  …except in a sweet spot around 20 GeV

Xenon: what it measures
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Xenon: what it measures
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Spectrum is relatively featureless…                     .         .      . 
                                  …except in a sweet spot around 20 GeV

How big does the 
bump need to be?



Xenon: distinguishing SHM and SHM+S1
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Axion haloscope: example signal

If signal detected, can 
tune to that frequency
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ADMX: precision astronomy
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More general substructure: ‘Dark Shards’
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Impact on the nuclear recoil spectrum is always small

14

pendence, but over the small width of the axion signal
this is usually going to be flat. The relevant object for
us is,

flab(!) =
dv

d!
flab(v) . (13)

We show flab(!) as a function of frequency in Fig. 9.
The coloured shading from dark green to dark red in-
dicates the changes to the lineshape as ⇠tot is increased
from 0% (the SHM++) to 10%. The contribution from
the five Dark Shard categories when ⇠tot = 10% and the
equal weighting scheme (cf. Sec. IVA) is shown at the
bottom of the figure. We see similar e↵ects to those
shown in Fig. 6, but with an important di↵erence: since
! / v2, the lineshape is more concentrated around low
values than the speed distribution shown earlier. In fact,
the peak itself is notably sharper relative to the SHM++

due to S2. However overall, the lineshape ends up being
slightly wider due to the presence of S1 and the Retro-
grade Shards at higher frequencies. The e↵ect from S1
was considered in detail in Ref. [60], including also the
dependence on the S1 velocity dispersion.

In both resonant and broadband haloscopes, the sen-
sitivity to ga� is dependent upon how prominently the
signal can show up over the experiment’s noise floor.
In a generic statistical methodology, this means that
the sensitivity of an axion experiment scales as ga� ⇠
(
R
f(!)2 d!)�1/4. Signals that are sharper in frequency

are more prominent over white noise and hence easier to
detect. Since the e↵ect from S2 appears at the peak of
the lineshape, if the local DM density had a larger con-
tribution from S2, we would expect an even sharper line-
shape. To demonstrate this explicitly, the pink dashed
line in Fig. 9 shows the lineshape when half of ⇠tot = 10%
is weighted towards S2 (as opposed to a fifth under the
equal weighting scheme). This distribution is notably
sharper and further increases the sensitivity of axion
haloscopes to the coupling ga� . To obtain more robust
results from axion haloscopes, it is therefore important
that the properties of S2 are characterised precisely.

A. Dependence on the dark matter direction

Some classes of axion experiments are also sensitive to
the directionality of the DM flux. The CASPEr experi-
ments for example [123] utilise spin-precession to detect
the nuclear coupling of ultra-light axions. The generic
Hamiltonian that CASPEr is sensitive to has the form
H ⇠ g IN · D, where IN represents the polarised nuclear
spins and D is an e↵ective field. The CASPEr-wind [124]
experiment assumes that the e↵ective field is given by the
spatial gradient of the axion field,

Da(t) ' �
p
2⇢(t) sin(mat+ �)v(t) . (14)

In this case, the Hamiltonian is proportional to the scalar
product of the axion velocity and the polarised nuclear
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FIG. 10. Time-averaged di↵erential event rate as a function
of energy for a 20 GeV WIMP-like particle scattering through
the spin independent interaction on xenon. The coloured
shading from green to red indicates how the event rate changes
as the fraction ⇠tot is increased from 0% to 20%. The coloured
lines at the bottom of the figure show the individual contri-
bution from each category: S1, S2, Retrograde, Prograde and
Low Energy. The dominant change in the spectrum comes
from S1 although the e↵ect is always small, even when we
increase the maximum limit of ⇠tot to 20% to make the e↵ect
more noticeable.

spin so the experiments are most sensitive when these two
vectors are aligned. For higher mass axions (and elec-
tron and photon couplings), the ferromagnetic haloscope
QUAX [125–127] also measures an e↵ective field depen-
dent on the axionic gradient in the same way. One typi-
cally assumes a smooth DM flux that on average points
in the direction of Cygnus x̂Cyg. Yet we saw in Fig. 8
that one of the e↵ects of the Dark Shards was to dis-
place slightly the peak of the DM flux from the direction
of Cygnus and to introduce a prominent high latitude
component due to S2. This means that the gradient of
the axion field as it varies over the coherence length and
time will therefore be more likely to point at large an-
gles away from Cygnus than under the assumption of
the SHM. This will modify the daily modulation [82],
and may potentially a↵ect experimental sensitivities for
CASPEr and QUAX. Similar arguments may also apply
to experimental methods involving atomic clocks and co-
magnetometers that are searching for a wider class of
ultra-light particles [128–130]. We leave a more detailed
investigation of this subject to future work.

VII. NUCLEAR RECOIL SIGNALS

Many DM experiments currently operating search for
signals from WIMP-like particles from the Milky Way

More general substructure
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Directional signals: hotspots away from Cygnus
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• Robust particle physics constraints/measurements requires 
robust halo model

• Gaia has opened a new era in understanding the Milky Way

• We have investigated the impact on nuclear recoils and axion 
haloscopes of 
★ the Gaia Sausage (modest) 
★ the S1 stream and additional substructure (more dramatic) 

Next: 
• work with simulations to refine properties
• investigate properties on wider range of experiments

Summary
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Thanks
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Backup: effects of 
substructure can be 

important as the following 
slides show



Modulation signals: peak day changes
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Modulation signals: amplitude changes
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Directional signals: hotspots away from Cygnus
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Directional signals: hotspots away from Cygnus
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Axion power spectrum: S1 and S2 leave distinctive features
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~vSun
R0

= 30.24± 0.12 km s�1 kpc�1
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Well known Reid & Brunthalter 
arXiv:0408107 [astro-ph]

Earth distance from Gal. Centre now well known!

Sun’s speed
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fEarth(v, t) = fGal(v + v0 + vpec + vE(t))
<latexit sha1_base64="oiAUdkQP3v1FMZzo5pkts1FGsj4=">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</latexit>

v0 + Vpec = 247.4± 1.4 km/s
<latexit sha1_base64="ptMhlidOut80uiN3KiXKqhLvQf4=">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</latexit>

Gravity Collaboration 
 arXiv:1904.05721

Vpec = 12± 2 km/s
<latexit sha1_base64="qx+xIgO23FRFQYdDp46MheDyjPI=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDpTBd0IBTcuK9gHdIaSSW/b0GRmSDJCGcaP8DP8Arf6Be6kW8H/MNNWsK0HAodz7uWeHD/iTGnbHlu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0FBhLCnUachD2fKJAs4CqGumObQiCUT4HJr+8Dbzm48gFQuDBz2KwBOkH7Aeo0QbqVM8a3QSV4okApqmN04Fu5HAlSdXED0w8lCk579cpZ1iyS7bE+Bl4sxICc1Q6xS/3W5IYwGBppwo1XbsSHsJkZpRDmnBjRVEhA5JH9qGBkSA8pLJr1J8YpQu7oXSvEDjifp3IyFCqZHwzWSWUC16mfif145179pLWBDFGgI6lyLxJRmCnh7vxRzrEGe14S6TQDUfGUKoZCY/pgMiCdWmXNOLs9jCMmlUys5FuXJ/WapWZw3l0RE6RqfIQVeoiu5QDdURRc/oFb2hd+vF+rA+rfF0NGfNdg7RHKyvHxDlp9I=</latexit>

Schoenrich et al 
 arXiv:0912.3693

v0
<latexit sha1_base64="V7menpKO+C3a1y4W48FR+00HUoc=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY8BLx4jmgckS5idTJIhs7PLTG8gLMEv8Kpf4E28+i1+gP/hJNmDSSxoKKq66aKCWAqDrvvt5DY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnDRIlmvM4iGelWQA2XQvE6CpS8FWtOw0DyZjC6m/nNMddGROoJJzH3QzpQoi8YRSs9jrtut1hyy+4cZJ14GSlBhlq3+NPpRSwJuUImqTFtz43RT6lGwSSfFjqJ4TFlIzrgbUsVDbnx03nUKbmwSo/0I21HIZmrfy9SGhozCQO7GVIcmlVvJv7ntRPs3/qpUHGCXLGlFGmg6Yjj4nk/kQQjMuuC9ITmDOXEEsq0sPkJG1JNGdrGbC/eagvrpFEpe1flysN1qVrNGsrDGZzDJXhwA1W4hxrUgcEAXuAV3pxn5935cD4XqzknuzmFJThfv7GZlfc=</latexit>

far from 220 km/s !

Time to update v0 to 235 km/s?

}
Also consistent  
with McMillan 

 arXiv:1608.00971 
and Eilers et al 

arXiv:1810.09466



Standard value from RAVE (2006):

Better(?) RAVE result (2013):

Best current value (with Gaia data):

Escape speed
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Deason et al arXiv:1901.02016

arXiv:0611671vesc = 544+64
�46 km/s

<latexit sha1_base64="lwuYZbReDAydhwzIbOKrW/X5n6c=">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</latexit>

vesc = 533+54
�41 km/s

<latexit sha1_base64="AZgrzoEssV7vv73NwYXk/sZzewY=">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</latexit>

arXiv:1309.4293

vesc = 528+24
�25 km/s

<latexit sha1_base64="Ld17olxp+PxLddB+MKwNVTx1kag=">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</latexit>

Maintain the status-quo? 
some preference for a lower value but 544 km/s still consistent 



Local DM density
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Methods to estimate ρ
DM,⊙

Galactic matter density

● Rotation curve method

● z-Jeans equation method

1D z-Jeans equation method

1.Global measurements 
e.g. fit rotation curves

2.Local measurements  
e.g. z Jeans equation

de Salas TAUP2019 talk

Two broad approaches to getting a value:

http://www-kam2.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/indico/event/3/contribution/16/material/slides/0.pdf


1. Global measurements

70

Model the whole of the Milky Way halo (baryons + dark matter)

15

Figure 6. Marginal 68% and 95% credible regions for the parameters presented in Tab. II, corresponding to the analyses of
section 3.1 that include the baryonic model B1. We note that the parameters � and ↵ apply to di↵erent dark matter models
(gNFW and Einasto) which is why the regions for the di↵erent models are not necessarily expected to overlap.
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Appendix A: Triangular plots of the dark matter parameters

In this appendix we present the triangular plots corresponding to the 2D marginal 68% and 95% credible regions
of the dark matter fitted and derived parameters of our analyses. Figure 6 shows the triangular plot for the analyses
including the baryonic model B1 (section 3.1). Figure 7 shows the triangular plot for the analyses including the
baryonic model B2 (section 3.2).

Figure 7. Marginal 68% and 95% credible regions for the parameters presented in Tab. III, corresponding to the analyses of
section 3.2 that include the baryonic model B2. Again, the parameters � and ↵ apply to di↵erent dark matter models (gNFW
and Einasto) which is why the regions for the di↵erent models are not necessarily expected to overlap.
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B1, B2 different 
baryon models

de Salas et al, 
arXiv:1906.06133

Give values with smaller errors but with more model dependence



2. Local measurements
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Model kinematics of stars near the Solar System

Give values with larger errors but with less* model dependence

Sivertsson et al
arXiv:1708.07836

⇢DM = 0.46± 0.1 GeV/cm3
<latexit sha1_base64="tTJGJJly//j4MeQ9X1WFRsIBij8=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM34flt16SZYBFfjjK2PjVBQ0I1QwbZCZyyZ9NaGJjNDkhHKMP6In+EXuNUvcCeCK3/CTFtBrQcCJ+fcS05OEHOmtOO8WhOTU9Mzs3PzC4tLyyurhbX1uooSSaFGIx7J64Ao4CyEmmaaw3UsgYiAQyPoneR+4w6kYlF4pfsx+ILchqzDKNFGahX2PdmNWqknRXp6kWXHjl0+8GKBHdu99wTRXWOcQT3b/b5Qkd2UWoWiYzsD4HHijkgRjVBtFT68dkQTAaGmnCjVdJ1Y+ymRmlEO2YKXKIgJ7ZFbaBoaEgHKTwffy/C2Udq4E0lzQo0H6s+NlAil+iIwk3lI9dfLxf+8ZqI7R37KwjjRENJfKdJAkh7o4eOdhGMd4bw/3GYSqOZ9QwiVzOTHtEskodq0bHpx/7YwTup7tluy9y7LxUpl1NAc2kRbaAe56BBV0Dmqohqi6AE9oWf0Yj1ar9ab9T4cnbBGOxvoF6zPL7obqo4=</latexit>

Hagen et al
arXiv:1802.09291

⇢DM = 0.68± 0.08stat. ± 0.23syst. GeV/cm3
<latexit sha1_base64="QhwL4uDJ8PKeEmyND1n9XCbMBbQ=">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</latexit>

Buch et al
arXiv:1808.05603

⇢DM = 0.61± 0.38 GeV/cm3
<latexit sha1_base64="zlscA+0iGFo2tb4V4Dywn425jsE=">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</latexit>



Excellent resource is the review by Justin Read (arXiv:1404.1938)

Figure 2: A century of measurements of ⇢dm. In all cases, I assume the same matter density
and surface density of ⇢b = 0.0914M� pc�3 and ⌃b = 55M� pc�2 (Flynn et al., 2006). Values
derived from a surface density rather than a volume density have a blue filled circle; red data
points indicate the use of a ‘rotation curve’ prior (see §3.5.1). The green data point is derived
from Garbari et al. (2012) assuming a stronger prior on ⌃b = 55 ± 1M� pc�2 (see §5). All
error bars represent either 1� uncertainties or 68% confidence intervals. Overlaid are: ⇢dm,ext

extrapolated from the rotation curve assuming spherical symmetry (grey band); the launch
dates plus 5 years for the Hipparcos and Gaia astrometric satellite missions; and the start date
plus 5 years of the SDSS and RAVE surveys. Where no error bar was calculated for a given
measurement, there is simply a horizontal line through that data point. All data and references
(including definitions of abbreviations) are given in Table 4.
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(Still) difficult to argue that any 
value in the range 0.2 - 0.6 
GeV/cm3 is better than any 

other

Local DM density over time

72
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Recent estimates of ρ
DM,⊙

Method:

● Rotation curve

● Distribution Function

● Vertical Jeans eq.

(dark colors: Gaia data)

Local DM density in recent years
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(Still) difficult to argue that any 
value in the range 0.2 - 0.6 
GeV/cm3 is better than any 

other

de Salas TAUP2019 talk

http://www-kam2.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/indico/event/3/contribution/16/material/slides/0.pdf

